Directions to UTM Anthropology Drop-in Lab

Directions from CCIT Building
The lab is located in room 2045 on the ground floor of the Davis Building (DV). Enter via room 2047V.

1. Exit the CCT building towards the William G. Davis Building (DV).
2. Arrive in William G. Davis Building (DV) and proceed to room DV2047V.
3. Enter the Anthropology drop-in lab in room 2045 (enter via 2047V).

If you need any assistance finding the lab, please visit an ASKme booth.

Directions from Instructional Centre
The lab is located in room 2045 on the ground floor of the Davis Building (DV). Enter via room 2047V.

1. Start from the Instructional Centre (IB).
2. Proceed past or through Hazel McCallion Academic Learning Centre (HM).
3. Proceed past or through Communication, Culture & Technology Building (CCT).
4. Arrive in William G. Davis Building (DV) and enter the Anthropology drop-in lab in room 2045 (enter via 2047V).

If you need any assistance finding the lab, please visit an ASKme booth.
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